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RRC WORKSHOPS

NEW BOOKS

Good to know
17th RRC Annual
Network Conference
call for abstracts

Thank you to those who attended and
helped organise our Ecosystem
Services Course earlier this month. You
can read all about it in our RRC Blog >>

Jeremy Purseglove has
completely updated
his
1986
classic
Taming The Flood.
From his experience in
the
water
and
engineering industries,
Purseglove
reveals
how harnessing nature, rather than attempting to
repress it, is the only solution. Taming
The Flood is available now for £25 >>

NEXT COURSE...
Developing strategic monitoring
schemes - the what, when and how.
Link objectives
to effective
monitoring

Think about how
to use monitoring
for success
evaluation

Design a
monitoring
scheme
Book here >>

River Habitats For
Coarse Fish by Dr
Mark Everard outlines how fish species
depend
on
the
variability of river
habitats throughout
their lives. It provides
the reader with knowledge and practical guidance on improving habitats for
fish. Pre-order here for £11.95 >>

EU ECOSYSTEM SERVICES AND BIODIVERSITY REPORT
The latest issue of the European Commission’s Science for
Environment Policy report has been released. This 31 page
in-depth report looks at ecosystem services and biodiversity.
The report looks at the basic concept, latest research into
ecosystem services, mapping techniques and ways of
quantifying benefits. The overall theme that runs throughout
the report is that ecosystem services need to be considered
as part of a wider system >>

400 NEW PROJECTS ADDED TO UK MAP
Just over 400 projects have been added to the RRC’s UK
Projects Map, these have been uploaded from the RiverWiki
and the NRRI database. To update and maintain the integrity
of these resources we require the help of organisations and
trusts to send us information on their projects. Please
keep adding your projects to the RiverWiki, if you
require any help with doing this please contact us.
We would like to thank

Coming soon…
Wild Trout Trust Awards
Deadline 31st July
>>
The Water Scotland
Conference 2015
Book here
>>
River restoration
Top 10 tips
>>
River basin management
plans - EA summary
response document
>>
Smartphone testers
needed for new river app
>>
EPSRC Studentship
available at
Loughborough University
>>
Fully-funded PhD
Studentship opportunity
at Coventry University
>>

RiverWiki Project
of the Month:
Burn of Balmaleedy
Restoration, Marykirk

>>

and the Centre’s core funders for their continued support

If you have a question or feedback for RRC, or you would like to add or remove your name from our mailing list, email or call us 01234 752979.

